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Abstract 

Background: Biomarkers for amyloid, tau, and neurodegeneration (ATN) have predictive value for clinical progres-
sion, but it is not clear how individuals move through these stages. We examined changes in ATN profiles over time, 
and investigated determinants of change in A status, in a sample of cognitively normal individuals presenting with 
subjective cognitive decline (SCD).

Methods: We included 92 individuals with SCD from the SCIENCe project with  [18F]florbetapir PET (A) available at 
two time points (65 ± 8y, 42% female, MMSE 29 ± 1, follow-up 2.5 ± 0.7y). We additionally used  [18F]flortaucipir PET for 
T and medial temporal atrophy score on MRI for N. Thirty-nine individuals had complete biomarker data at baseline 
and follow-up, enabling the construction of ATN profiles at two time points. All underwent extensive neuropsycho-
logical assessments (follow-up time 4.9 ± 2.8y, median number of visits n = 4). We investigated changes in biomarker 
status and ATN profiles over time. We assessed which factors predisposed for a change from A− to A+ using logistic 
regression. We additionally used linear mixed models to assess change from A− to A+, compared to the group that 
remained A− at follow-up, as predictor for cognitive decline.

Results: At baseline, 62% had normal AD biomarkers (A−T−N− n = 24), 5% had non-AD pathologic change (A−T−
N+ n = 2,) and 33% fell within the Alzheimer’s continuum (A+T−N− n = 9, A+T+N− n = 3, A+T+N+ n = 1). Seven-
teen subjects (44%) changed to another ATN profile over time. Only 6/17 followed the Alzheimer’s disease sequence 
of A → T → N, while 11/17 followed a different order (e.g., reverted back to negative biomarker status). APOE ε4 
carriership inferred an increased risk of changing from A− to A+ (OR 5.2 (95% CI 1.2–22.8)). Individuals who changed 
from A− to A+, showed subtly steeper decline on Stroop I (β − 0.03 (SE 0.01)) and Stroop III (− 0.03 (0.01)), compared 
to individuals who remained A−.

Conclusion: We observed considerable variability in the order of ATN biomarkers becoming abnormal. Individuals 
who became A+ at follow-up showed subtle decline on tests for attention and executive functioning, confirming 
clinical relevance of amyloid positivity.
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Introduction
The most common cause of dementia is Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD), which is characterized by the accumulation of 
amyloid beta plaques and neurofibrillary tau tangles [1]. 
The ATN classification provides a framework to diagnose 
AD based on biomarkers providing an indication of these 
pathologic changes [2]. In this framework, individuals 
are classified by the presence or absence of amyloid (A), 
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hyperphosphorylated tau (T), and neurodegeneration 
(N), resulting in eight possible ATN profiles. We previ-
ously showed that in cognitively normal individuals with 
subjective cognitive decline (SCD), A+ was associated 
with a higher risk of dementia [3].

According to the amyloid cascade hypothesis, the 
accumulation of amyloid in the brain initiates a series of 
events including the formation of neurofibrillary tau tan-
gles and neuronal cell loss, eventually resulting in cogni-
tive decline [4]. Therefore, it is assumed that individuals 
become A+ before turning T+ or N+. Only a few stud-
ies evaluated the temporal ordering of ATN biomarker 
abnormality in a longitudinal manner. One study in a 
mixed population of cognitively normal individuals and 
individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) indeed 
found that most often, A became abnormal first, yet also 
described there were multiple routes, specifically A → T 
→ N, A → N → T, T → A → N and N → A → T [5].

In the ATN classification, biomarkers are treated as 
dichotomous variables. With research interest shifting to 
the very early stages of AD, “grey zone” amyloid burden 
and subthreshold amyloid accumulation were found to 
be associated with memory decline, showing additional 
value of amyloid burden in the perithreshold range [6–8]. 
One study in a population consisting of cognitively nor-
mal and MCI individuals investigated change from A− to 
A+ rather than accumulation rate and found that lower 
baseline cognition and APOE ε4 carriership were predic-
tive of changing to A+ [9]. Investigating determinants of 
amyloid accumulation, specifically in the early stages of 
disease, therefore has clinical relevance.

The aims of this study were to (1) identify determinants 
of change in amyloid status, (2) describe changes in ATN 
profiles over time, and (3) evaluate change in amyloid sta-
tus as predictor of cognitive decline, in cognitively nor-
mal individuals.

Methods
Population
We included cognitively normal participants with subjec-
tive cognitive decline (SCD) from the Subjective Cogni-
tive Impairment Cohort (SCIENCe) at the Alzheimer 
Center Amsterdam who had two  [18F]florbetapir PET 
scans available (n = 92). Individuals were referred to the 
memory clinic (n = 85) by their general physician, a neu-
rologist, or a geriatrician and underwent an extensive 
standardized diagnostic workup that included a neuro-
logic and neuropsychological examination, laboratory 
testing, and brain MRI. In a consensus meeting, par-
ticipants were labeled SCD when cognitive performance 
appeared within normal limits, and criteria were not met 
for mild cognitive impairment (MCI), dementia, or other 
neurological or psychiatric diseases that could possibly 

cause cognitive complaints. Individuals received a diag-
nosis of MCI when they had cognitive impairment in 
one or more cognitive domains, while independence in 
functional abilities was still preserved [10]. Individuals 
were diagnosed with dementia when they had cognitive 
impairment in two or more cognitive domains, which 
interfered with daily activities [1].

In addition, seven participants were included via the 
Dutch Brain Research Registry (hersenonderzoek.nl). 
They experienced cognitive complaints in absence of 
objective impairment and received the same baseline 
work-up. At annual follow-up visits, neuropsychological 
testing was repeated and diagnoses were re-evaluated.

PET and MRI acquisition
Baseline dynamic  [18F]florbetapir PET scans were 
acquired on a Philips Ingenuity TF PET-CT (n = 82) or 
a Philips Gemini TF PET-CT (n = 10; Philips, Best, the 
Netherlands) scanner. These scanners were calibrated to 
each other. The scan protocol started with a low-dose CT 
for attenuation correction. Dynamic PET scans of 90 min 
(n = 82) were obtained starting directly after tracer injec-
tion of approximately 370 MBq  [18F]florbetapir. During 
the course of the study, we demonstrated that scan dura-
tion could be reduced without compromising the reli-
ability of results [11]. Therefore, subsequent scans had a 
duration of 70 minutes (n = 9). One scan was terminated 
early after 79 min due to participant related issues. All 
underwent a follow-up  [18F]florbetapir PET with a mean 
follow-up time of 2.5 ± 0.7 years (n = 17 90-min scan; 
n = 75 a 70-min scan). All scans were visually assessed 
as “positive” or “negative” by a trained nuclear physician, 
blinded to the amyloid status at the other time point.

Baseline dynamic  [18F]flortaucipir PET scans were 
acquired on a Philips Ingenuity TF PET-CT scanner 
(Philips, Best, the Netherlands, n = 44). Because substan-
tial tau pathology within A− cognitively normal indi-
viduals is not expected to be present, we selected more 
A+ individuals for the  [18F]flortaucipir PET in order to 
have a broader spectrum of amyloid and tau pathology, 
resulting in an A+ rate of this subset of about 33%. The 
scan protocol started with a low-dose CT for attenuation 
correction. Starting simultaneously with tracer injection 
of approximately 240 MBq  [18F]flortaucipir, a 60-min 
dynamic emission scan was initiated. After a 20-min 
break and following a second low-dose CT for attenua-
tion correction, an additional dynamic emission scan was 
performed during the interval 80–130 min post-injec-
tion. This dual time point protocol was validated previ-
ously [12]. Forty-two individuals underwent a follow-up 
 [18F]flortaucipir PET scan using the same procedure with 
a mean follow-up time of 2.1 ± 0.3 years.
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Baseline structural MRI images were obtained at five 
different systems (GE Discovery MR750 3T (n = 22), 
Philips PETMR 3T (n = 51), Signa 1.5T (n = 1), Titan 3T 
(n = 17), and external scan (n = 1)). The protocol included 
3D T1-weighted images, 3D T2-weighted images, and 
3D T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion-recovery 
(FLAIR) images [13]. T1-weighted images were used for 
coregistration to PET images and for determination of 
the N status. Follow-up MRI was available for 79 individ-
uals with a mean follow-up time of 2.9 ± 0.9 years.

Image analysis
Data were reconstructed while using standard LOR 
RAMLA reconstruction algorithm with corrections for 
dead time, decay, attenuation, random coincidences, and 
scatter. Images were reconstructed with a matrix size of 
128 × 128 × 90 and a voxel size of 2 × 2 × 2  mm3. For 
 [18F]flortaucipir, both scan sessions (0–60 and 80–130 
min) were co-registered into a single dataset of 29 frames 
(1 × 15, 3 × 5, 3 × 10, 4 × 60, 2 × 150, 2 × 300, 4 × 600, and 
10 × 300 s), in which the last 10 frames belonged to the 
second PET session. 3D T1-weighted MR images were 
co-registered to PET images using Vinci software (Max 
Planck Institute, Cologne, Germany). Next, regions of 
interest (ROIs) were defined on the co-registered MRI 
using the probabilistic Hammers brain atlas [14] in PVE-
lab. Receptor parametric mapping (RPM) was used to 
generate parametric binding potential  (BPND) images 
with cerebellar grey matter as a reference region using 
PPET [11, 15–17]. For  [18F]florbetapir, we calculated 
(volume weighted) mean cortical  BPND in a composite 
ROI consisting of orbitofrontal, temporal, parietal, ante-
rior cingulate, posterior cingulate, and precuneus regions 
[6, 18].

Biomarkers: a, T, N
Availability of biomarker status at two time points dif-
fered for each of the biomarkers (A: n = 92; T: n = 42; 
N: n = 79). For 39 individuals, a complete ATN profile 
over time could be constructed. The time difference with 
the  [18F]florbetapir scan was 0.05 ± 0.15y for  [18F]flor-
taucipir scans and 0.16 ± 0.62y for MRI scans. We used 
visual assessment of  [18F]florbetapir PET scans to define 
A in the ATN classification. Since quantitative threshold-
based methods usually have a high degree of concord-
ance with visual assessment [19, 20], we chose visual 
assessment to be consistent with methods used in clini-
cal practice. In additional analyses, we used continuous 
mean cortical  BPND in a composite ROI. We used  [18F]
flortaucipir PET scans as biomarker for T. We prag-
matically used Gaussian mixture modeling as an unbi-
ased, data-driven approach, to obtain a threshold. We 
first averaged values for the anterior part of the lateral 

temporal lobe for left and right sides. Since the focus of 
this study was on cognitively unimpaired individuals, we 
a priori decided to select this region of interest to capture 
the earliest changes in neocortical areas [21]. We then fit 
Gaussian Mixture Models with two components using 
the normalmixEM function in R. A threshold was derived 
representing the mean of the calculated mu of both com-
ponents, resulting in a threshold 0.08  BPND. This thresh-
old separated the two clusters with minimal overlap. We 
used the average medial temporal atrophy rating (MTA) 
on MRI as biomarker for N as determined by experienced 
neuroradiologists. Raters were blinded to amyloid status. 
For individuals < 65 years of age, an average MTA score 
of ≥ 1 was considered positive; for individuals ≥ 65 years 
of age, an average MTA score ≥ 1.5 was considered posi-
tive [22]. Additionally, white matter hyperintensities were 
visually assessed using the Fazekas scale (range 0–3) [23]. 
Microbleeds were assessed on T2-weighted images and 
defined as small dot-like hypointense lesions. They were 
counted and dichotomized into absent (0) or present (≥ 
1 microbleed).

Neuropsychological tests
All participants underwent annual standardized neu-
ropsychological assessments [13]. For the memory 
domain, we used the Visual Association Test version A 
(VAT-A) and the total immediate and delayed recall con-
dition of the Dutch version of the Rey auditory verbal 
learning task (RAVLT). For the language domain, we used 
category fluency (animals). For the attention domain, we 
used the Trail Making Test A (TMT-A) and Stroop task 
I and II (naming and color naming). For the domain of 
executive functioning, we used the TMT-B and Stroop 
task III (color-word). For global cognition, we used the 
Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE). Because the 
data were right-skewed, the raw test scores for TMT and 
Stroop were log transformed. Subsequently, values were 
inverted, so that a lower score implies worse test perfor-
mance for all tests. We used available test results of visits 
before as well as after PET scans, in order to accurately 
estimate the cognitive slope. The neuropsychological 
tests administered most closely to baseline  [18F]florbeta-
pir were defined as baseline test results. In total, we used 
longitudinal cognitive data covering 4.9 ± 2.8 years. The 
proportion of missing tests ranged from 2.7% for MMSE 
to 8.5% for Stroop II and III. In total, 447 neuropsycho-
logical investigations of 92 patients were available (92 ≥ 2 
visits, median 4).

Statistics
All analyses are conducted in R version 4.0.3. We first 
compared demographic and clinical variables between 
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baseline A− and A+ individuals using t-test, chi-square, 
or Mann-Whitney U test where appropriate.

Next, we described changes in biomarker status over 
time. We first investigated changes in A, T, and N bio-
markers separately and then combined in ATN profiles. 
Then, we examined changes in amyloid status more 
closely. We categorized (change in) amyloid status as a 
four-level variable: negative at baseline and follow-up 
(negative-negative), negative at baseline and positive at 
follow-up (negative-positive), positive at baseline and 
negative at follow-up (positive-negative), and positive 
at baseline and follow-up (positive-positive). We inves-
tigated change in amyloid status in relation to actual 
 BPND values at baseline and follow-up, using a divi-
sion into low, grey zone, and high  BPND with previously 
described thresholds by our group of 0.19 and 0.29  BPND 
[6]. Next, we investigated which factors were associated 
with change from a negative to a positive amyloid status 
using logistic regression analyses. In model 1, baseline 
age, sex, education, baseline MMSE score, and APOE ε4 
carriership were evaluated as individual predictors, with 
the group remaining A− at follow-up as reference group. 
In model 2, all predictors were entered simultaneously. 
In an additional analysis, we used amyloid accumulation 
rate as outcome, using linear mixed models (outcome: 
 BPND composite ROI). We again assessed baseline age, 
sex, education, baseline MMSE score, and APOE ε4 car-
riership as predictors. In model 1, variables were assessed 
individually, and each analysis included the variable of 
interest, time, and the interaction between the variable 
and time. Model 2 included all predictors simultaneously 
(including time and all interactions between predictors 
and time).

Last, we used change in amyloid status as predictor of 
cognitive test performance over time, using linear mixed 
models. We used our four-level variable reflecting change 
in amyloid status, time, and their interaction as predic-
tors (negative-negative (reference), negative-positive, 
positive-negative, and positive-positive). Baseline age, sex, 
and education were used as covariates. Outcome were 
neuropsychological test scores. Models included a ran-
dom intercept and additionally a random slope when it 
improved the model (random slope included for VAT-A, 
TMT-A, Stroop I-III and MMSE). Separate analyses were 
run with different tests as outcome.

Results
Demographics
Ninety-two individuals were on average 65 ± 8 years 
old, 39 (42%) were female and 27 (31%) APOE ε4 carrier 
(Table 1). At baseline, 24 (26%) individuals were A+. By 
design, A+ individuals had higher baseline amyloid bur-
den. Additionally, they were more often APOE ε4 carrier 

and had higher baseline tau burden than those who were 
A−. MTA score, Fazekas score, number of microbleeds, 
and baseline neuropsychological test scores did not dif-
fer between A− and A+ individuals. There were no sig-
nificant differences in baseline demographics between 
individuals with complete ATN biomarker information 
at follow-up and those who did not have complete ATN 
biomarker information at follow-up available.

ATN biomarkers over time
We first examined changes in A, T, and N biomarkers 
individually. Figure 1 shows changes in biomarker status 
over time. Several individuals changed from negative to 
positive status (A: n = 10 (11%); T: n = 6 (14%); N: n = 7 
(9%)). For A and N but not for T, a smaller number of 
individuals changed from a positive to a negative status 
(A: n = 5 (5%); N: n = 4 (5%)).

For individuals with complete biomarker information 
for A, T, and N at two time points (n = 39), Fig. 2 visual-
izes the trajectory of ATN profiles from baseline to fol-
low-up. During follow-up, 17 (44%) changed to another 
ATN profile. The percentage of individuals with normal 
AD biomarkers changed from 62% at baseline to 46% at 
follow-up. Five percent of individuals fell within the cat-
egory of non-AD pathologic change at baseline, which 
changed to 18% at follow-up. The percentage of indi-
viduals with biomarkers in the Alzheimer’s continuum 
changed from 33% at baseline to 36% at follow-up.

According to the most common model of the patho-
physiology of AD, the expected sequence of biomark-
ers becoming abnormal would be A → T → N. Only 
six of the 17 individuals changing profile fit into this 
hypothetical sequence. The other eight changed to T+ 
or N+ while still being A−, or changed to N+ before 
T+. Finally, three participants changed to a better ATN 
profile (A−T−N+ → A−T−N− n = 1, A+T−N− → 
A−T−N− n = 2).

During the period of follow-up, three individuals 
showed clinical progression; to dementia with Lewy bod-
ies (DLB) n = 1, MCI due to AD n = 1, and AD demen-
tia n = 1. The individual who progressed to DLB changed 
from A−T−N− to A+T−N−.The individual who pro-
gressed to MCI due to AD had the A+T−N− profile at 
baseline and at follow-up. The individual who progressed 
to AD dementia changed from baseline A+T+N− to 
A+T+N+. The last two individuals both carried an 
APOE ε4 allele.

Change in amyloid status over time
To evaluate amyloid accumulation over time, Fig. 3 visu-
alizes changes in amyloid status in relation to actual  BPND 
values at baseline and follow-up, using a division into low, 
grey zone, and high  BPND. Overall,  BPND in the composite 
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ROI increased with 0.011 (SE 0.002) annually (p-value 
0.00). Most individuals who were negative at baseline 
and at follow-up on visual rating (i.e., negative-negative) 
had low baseline and low follow-up  BPND (54/58), and 
most positive-positive individuals had high baseline and 
high follow-up  BPND (14/19). The amyloid status of 15 
individuals changed over time (positive-negative n = 5, 
negative-positive n = 10). Most positive-negative indi-
viduals had both low baseline and low follow-up  BPND 
(4/5). The group of negative-positive individuals was quite 
heterogeneous in terms of  BPND values and had at base-
line and follow-up low (4/10), grey zone (1/10), or high 
(1/10)  BPND. Two changed from low baseline  BPND to 
grey zone  BPND at follow-up, and two changed from grey 
zone  BPND at baseline to high  BPND at follow-up. When 
conversely focusing on the six individuals with grey zone 
 BPND at baseline, three belonged to the negative-positive 
group, two to the positive-positive group, and one to the 
negative-negative group. This shows a considerable part 
of this group is on the verge of transitioning to a visually 
positive amyloid status.

Subsequently, we investigated which factors predicted 
a change in amyloid status from negative to positive. 

Logistic regression analysis showed that APOE ε4 carri-
ers had higher odds of transitioning to a positive amyloid 
status (OR 5.22 (95% CI 1.23–22.75), Table  2). Baseline 
age, sex, education, and baseline MMSE score were not 
associated with a higher odds of changing to amyloid 
positivity. When we analyzed amyloid accumulation rate 
as continuous outcome using linear mixed models  (BPND; 
Table 3, Fig. 4), we confirmed that APOE ε4 carriers had 
both higher baseline  BPND values and a higher accumula-
tion rate.

Associations between changes in amyloid status 
and cognitive test performance
Finally, we investigated whether change in amyloid bur-
den was associated with cognitive test performance over 
time, using our four-level variable (negative-negative 
(reference), positive-negative, negative-positive, positive-
positive) as determinant. We did not find associations 
between change in amyloid status and baseline cognitive 
test performance (Table 4). By contrast, we found several 
associations with cognitive slope, as individuals in the 
negative-positive group had a steeper slope than negative-
negative individuals on Stroop I and III. Positive-positive 

Table 1 Baseline demographics

Baseline demographics for the total sample and for amyloid negative and positive individuals separately. Data is presented as mean ± SD unless otherwise specified. 
Baseline amyloid status is determined by visual read of  [18F]florbetapir PET.  [18F]florbetapir  BPND is calculated in a composite ROI.  [18F]flortaucipir  BPND is calculated in 
lateral temporal gyrus. MTA score is calculated by averaging right and left sides. Number of microbleeds is dichotomized into 0 counts and ≥ 1 counts; n shown is the 
number of participants with ≥ 1 count. Neuropsychological test scores shown represent baseline values at the visit closest to the baseline  [18F]florbetapir scan

BPND binding potential, MTA medial temporal atrophy, VAT visual association test, RAVLT Rey auditory verbal learning task, TMT trail making test, MMSE mini mental 
state examination. at-test; bchi-square test; cMann-Whitney U test. *p < 0.05

n Total (n = 92) Baseline amyloid negative 
(n = 68)

Baseline 
amyloid positive 
(n = 24)

Agea 92 65.29 ± 8.02 64.82 ± 7.81 66.61 ± 8.61

Sex, n female (%)b 92 39 (42%) 29 (43%) 10 (42%)

Education, median  [IQR]c 92 6 [5–6] 6 [5–6] 6 [5–7]

APOE ε4 carriers, n (%)b 87 27 (31%) 14 (21%) 13 (62%)*
[18F]florbetapir  BPND

c 92 0.16 ± 0.12 0.11 ± 0.05 0.30 ± 0.16*
[18F]flortaucipir  BPND

c 44 0.01 ± 0.08 − 0.01 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.11*
MTA  scorec 92 0.25 [0–1] 0.50 [0–1] 0.00 [0–1]

Fazekasc 91 0.96 ± 0.82 0.96 ± 0.84 0.96 ± 0.75

Microbleeds, n (%)b 92 21 (23%) 15 (22%) 6 (25%)

VAT-Ac 92 11.61 ± 0.94 11.62 ± 0.98 11.58 ± 0.83

RAVLT  immediatea 92 44.64 ± 7.68 44.76 ± 7.07 44.29 ± 9.37

RAVLT  delayeda 92 9.00 ± 3.26 9.34 ± 3.02 8.03 ± 3.75

Animal  fluencyc 92 24.30 ± 6.22 24.09 ± 6.16 24.92 ± 6.49

TMT-Ac 92 34.89 ± 11.85 34.43 ± 12.11 36.21 ± 11.24

TMT-Bc 92 81.03 ± 40.55 80.93 ± 44.89 81.33 ± 25.21

Stroop  Ic 91 43.85 ± 9.06 44.18 ± 10.12 42.92 ± 5.13

Stroop  IIc 90 59.48 ± 11.64 60.13 ± 12.49 57.57 ± 8.68

Stroop  IIIc 90 94.64 ± 22.33 95.61 ± 22.91 91.83 ± 20.79

MMSEc 92 28.86 ± 1.14 28.93 ± 1.15 28.67 ± 1.13
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individuals showed a steeper decline on RAVLT imme-
diate and delayed recall, TMT-B, and Stroop III. 
Positive-negative individuals did not differ from negative-
negative individuals with regards to their cognitive test 
performance.

Discussion
In our sample of cognitively normal individuals with 
SCD, we found that biomarker abnormality increased 
over a 2.5-year period. There was considerable variabil-
ity in the order of biomarkers becoming abnormal in the 
ATN classification, suggesting no fixed order. Change 
from A− to A+ was associated with steeper decline in 
tests of attention and executive function.

We showed that the number of individuals with an 
abnormal biomarker status increased for both A, T, and 
N, over a time course of 2.5 years. Most of these individu-
als changed from a negative to positive biomarker sta-
tus, yet of note, a smaller number of individuals changed 
from positive to negative. There are not many longitudi-
nal studies investigating changes in the ATN classifica-
tion; hence, the phenomenon of change from a positive 
to a negative status has not yet received much attention. 
One study investigating amyloid burden excluded indi-
viduals who were amyloid positive at one time point, and 
negative at the next, but did not specify the number of 

individuals [9]. Another excluded the 5% of individuals 
with borderline amyloid PET burden, reducing the risk of 
individuals crossing the threshold due to small changes 
[5]. Other studies investigating amyloid accumulation 
rate as continuous measure showed a negative slope in 
some individuals but did not address the possibility of 
reverting amyloid status and explained the negative slope 
by random variation, noise, or actual clearance of amy-
loid [7, 8]. One potential explanation for the five individ-
uals changing from a positive to negative amyloid status 
by visual rating (positive-negative) could be that these 
scans were false-positive at baseline. While the quantita-
tive measures might not have changed much over time, 
scan could be visually assessed differently at the two 
time points due to an imperfect intra-rater agreement 
[24–26]. This is part of clinical practice, especially in 
early disease stages. Therefore, acquiring follow-up scans 
is highly useful in individuals with equivocal scans with 
grey zone amyloid burden. Of note, one could also argue 
that also the negative-positive scans could be the result 
of rater variability and that their changing from negative 
to positive does not necessarily reflect clinical relevance. 
However, a substantial portion of these individuals had 
grey zone amyloid burden at baseline, which is already 
associated with a changed slope in memory function, as 
shown by our group previously [6]. We found that this 

Fig. 1 Changes in biomarker status for A, T, and N biomarker groups. Visualization of longitudinal changes in biomarker status for A, T, and N 
biomarker groups
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group has a steeper decline in performance on Stroop I 
and III, which are indicative of attention and executive 
functioning. This is in line with other studies showing 
that amyloid burden in the subthreshold range is associ-
ated with cognitive decline and highlights the clinical rel-
evance of grey zone amyloid burden [7, 8]. In general, an 
amyloid status based on visual assessment is not identical 
to an amyloid status based on a threshold for quantitative 
measures. Quantitative measures are not directly affected 
by rater variability and could therefore be interpreted as 
more consistent. However, quantitative measures of amy-
loid burden are often averaged over a larger ROI. If a scan 
is visually assessed as A+ based on a relatively small area, 
this does not necessarily translate in a higher average 
 BPND in the total ROI, which could be a potential cause 
of differences between the two approaches. Overall, we 
found a relatively high degree of changing biomarkers 
in a short time frame. These results add to the literature 
suggesting the clinical relevance of changing from a neg-
ative to a positive amyloid status.

When we compared ATN profiles over time, we found 
44% of individuals changed to a different ATN profile 
during 2.5 years of follow-up. Data on changing bio-
markers enable the evaluation of the actual sequence of 

biomarker abnormality. Of note, most (11/17) individuals 
followed a different sequence than the overall accepted 
hypothesis of A becoming abnormal first, then T and N 
last [2]. In our sample, individuals changed to T+ or N+ 
while still being A− or changed to N+ before T+. These 
findings are in line with those of a former study investi-
gating change in ATN profiles, which also found multi-
ple sequences [5]. There are several possible explanations 
for these observations. First, amyloid could already be 
accumulating in the subthreshold range in individuals 
changing to T+ or N+, but before A+, suggesting the 
pathological process has started just below the detection 
threshold. An alternative explanation is the suggestion of 
the dual-pathway hypothesis, in which amyloid and tau 
accumulation are both the result of a common upstream 
event, not necessarily causally related to each other [27]. 
Finally, there could be mixed pathology, resulting in N+ 
due to other diseases than AD, hence not related to a spe-
cific ordering of events. Overall, the number of individu-
als with the A−T−N− profile became smaller and the 
number of individuals with non-AD pathologic change 
(A−T+N−, A−T−N+, A−T+N+) became larger at 
follow-up. In a previous study by our group, but also in 
other studies, these profiles did not have a higher risk 

Fig. 2 Changes in ATN profiles. Sankey diagram showing changes in distribution of ATN profiles at baseline and follow-up. REM, rapid eye 
movement; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease
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of cognitive decline or clinical progression to MCI or 
dementia [3, 28].

When we evaluated determinants of change to amy-
loid positivity, we found APOE ε4 carriers had a higher 
baseline amyloid burden, a higher risk of transition from 
A− to A+ and a higher annual amyloid accumulation 

rate. Several studies confirm a relationship between ε4 
carriership and a higher accumulation rate [29–31], 
although not all [7, 32]. The relationship between ε4 

Fig. 3 Changes in amyloid status. Scatterplot showing baseline and follow-up  BPND values. Different colors represent individuals with a negative 
amyloid PET scan at baseline and follow-up (negative-negative), a positive scan at baseline and a negative scan at follow-up (positive-negative), 
a negative scan at baseline and a positive scan at follow-up (negative-positive), and a positive scan at baseline and follow-up (positive-positive), 
respectively. The dashed lines represent a division in low, grey zone, and high amyloid burden and is based on a previous study by our group [6], 
with thresholds of 0.19 and 0.29  BPND.  BPND, binding potential

Table 2 Change from negative to positive amyloid status

Data shown are odds ratio (95% confidence interval) as estimated by logistic 
regression. Outcome was conversion from a negative to a positive amyloid 
status, as compared to remaining amyloid negative. In model 1, age, sex, 
education, baseline MMSE, and APOE ε4 carriership were investigated as 
predictors individually. In model 2, all variables were included simultaneously. 
*p < 0.01

Model 1 Model 2

Age 0.97 (0.88–1.06) 0.99 (0.88–1.09)

Sex 0.88 (0.21–3.41) 0.45 (0.07–2.16)

Education 0.90 (0.47–1.85) 0.84 (0.37–1.96)

Baseline MMSE 1.50 (0.79–3.45) 1.40 (0.70–3.42)

APOE ε4 carrier 5.22 (1.23–22.75)* 6.39 (1.26–38.41)*

Table 3 Associations with baseline amyloid burden and amyloid 
accumulation rate

Data shown are beta (SE) as estimated by linear mixed models. Outcome was 
 [18F]florbetapir over time in a composite region of interest. Models included 
the variable of interest, time, and their interaction as predictors. In model 1, 
each variable was investigated as predictor individually. In model 2, all variables 
were included simultaneously. Baseline estimates represent the association 
between the predictor and baseline  BPND, longitudinal estimates represent the 
association of the interaction between predictor and time and reflect the slope 
of  BPND. * p <0.05

Baseline Longitudinal

Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2

Age 0.02 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)

Sex 0.04 (0.22) − 0.04 (0.20) 0.05 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03)

Education 0.23 (0.11)* 0.15 (0.10) 0.00 (0.02) − 0.00 (0.02)

Baseline MMSE − 0.05 (0.10) − 0.09 (0.08) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)

APOE ε4 carrier 0.83 (0.20)* 0.85 (0.21)* 0.11 (0.03)* 0.10 (0.03)*
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carriership and a higher risk of change from A− to A+ 
has also been confirmed [9, 33]. We add to these results 
with the finding that ε4 carriership is also associated with 
risk of change in a sample of cognitively normal indi-
viduals with SCD. We did not find evidence for an asso-
ciation with any of the other factors examined, such as 
baseline age, sex, or education level. In apparent contrast 

with former studies [9, 30], we did not find a relationship 
between a lower baseline cognitive performance and sub-
sequent amyloid accumulation. Reasons for this incon-
sistency could be that an inclusion criterion for our study 
is normal performance at baseline and that variability in 
baseline cognition is small. Therefore, relationships with 
amyloid accumulation may be obscured. In short, our 

Fig. 4 Longitudinal trajectory of amyloid burden. Longitudinal trajectory of  [18F]florbetapir  BPND over time. Separate lines represent the trajectories 
for different values of age (A), sex (B), education (C), baseline MMSE (D), and APOE ε4 carriership (E) respectively
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results suggest A− individuals who are ε4 carrier are still 
at risk of progression to A+.

Limitations of our study include that our sample 
size was relatively small. With a larger sample size, our 
study would have had more power to detect more subtle 
determinants of changes in A status. The results of our 
analyses examining changing amyloid status as predic-
tor of cognitive decline should also be interpreted with 
caution and replicated in larger samples. Furthermore, 
we used  [18F]flortaucipir PET as measure of tau burden. 
We pragmatically used Gaussian mixture modeling of 
 [18F]flortaucipir to obtain a threshold, although there 
might be other approaches. Nevertheless, our approach 
resulted in a percentage of T+ which lies within the 
range of T+ described in other studies in cognitively 
normal individuals [3, 34–36]. Of note, during the 
recruitment of individuals for the  [18F]flortaucipir PET 
scan, we slightly oversampled A+ individuals. Because 
substantial tau pathology within A− cognitively normal 
individuals is not expected to be present, we selected 
more A+ individuals for the  [18F]flortaucipir PET in 
order to have a broader spectrum of amyloid and tau 
pathology. Therefore, our results might not reflect the 
true prevalence of amyloid and tau pathology in cog-
nitively normal individuals and the results might not 
be directly generalizable to the general population. 
Another factor that potentially impacts generalizabil-
ity is the fact that the individuals in our sample were 
mainly recruited at a memory clinic. Strengths include 
the longitudinal nature of the study with the availabil-
ity of biomarkers, diagnoses, and cognition with sub-
stantial duration of follow-up. Furthermore, we used 
dynamic scan protocols which enabled us to calculate 

 BPND, which is a more accurate measure of amyloid 
and tau load than the semi-quantitative SUVr. Another 
strength is our use of  [18F]flortaucipir for the definition 
of “T,” since it does not suffer from off-target binding 
to amyloid plaques or TDP-43 and correlates well with 
Braak neurofibrillary tangle stages [37].

Concluding, we showed biomarker status changes in 
cognitively normal individuals with SCD. There was 
considerable variability in the sequence of ATN bio-
markers becoming abnormal, suggesting that there 
is not one (causal) order of events. Changing from a 
negative to positive amyloid status was associated with 
APOE ε4 carriership and predicted subtle cognitive 
decline, suggesting the potential clinical relevance of 
amyloid burden in the negative range.
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